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BODIA SPA GUEST RELATION SUPERVISOR / FRONT LINE 

– Siem Reap - 

 
Company profile: 

 

Established since 2006 Bodia Spa is the first Cambodian sheltering cocooning Spas (www.bodia-spa.com). Located in Siem 

Reap and Phnom Penh, we propose an authentic vision of relaxation in a modernly designed Cambodian Spa.  In order to 
guaranty the quality of its treatment Bodia Spa has created its own line of natural products made in Cambodia that promotes 
the local know-hows and uses local resources. It allows each customer to benefit from treatments they would not get 
anywhere else. 
Nowadays, Bodia Spa is a network of 6 Spas (3 in Siem Reap + 3 in Phnom Penh) dispensing quality treatments in the respect of 
international standards of quality. 

 

Job Description:  

 

  

 

 

Functions & responsibilities: 

1. Staff training and internal skills monitoring: 

Ensure proper internal training and guarantee top quality of Bodia Spa front line (receptionists 
welcoming, Spa cleanliness…) 

By closely monitoring the staff skills, Spa Guest relation supervisor should be able to establish the list of 
training needs from internal and external trainer and guarantee a proper schedule for each staff to reach 
the level of knowledge required. (Staff progression list, training schedules monitoring) 

Spa Guest relation supervisor must maintain a strict and permanent protocol of work with all team 
members. Protocols shall be as per company requirements and updated according to managers needs 
and judgment. 

 

Scope of work: 
The Bodia Spa guest relation supervisor in Siem Reap is one of 
the main supports for Spa Manager and Operation Quality 
manager in its daily tasks for maintaining high standards of 
quality for the reception team, organizing regulars training and 
being the direct face to face contact with the guests. He/ she is 
in charge to maintain the level of service and quality by closely 
monitoring of the check in and check out of all profiles of 
customers, with a strong ability for guests retention and up 
selling spa treatments and products. 

 

http://www.bodia-spa.com/
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2. Human resources 

Bodia Guest relation supervisor will assist Spa assistant manager in ensuring a permanent and 
sufficient recruitment of Bodia Spa front line operational staff in cooperation with the HR & 
Admin supervisor (cleaners, receptionist). 

By managing the team wisely he/she ensure the wellness of all team members and maintain a 
positive team spirit among all working shifts. 

Spa Guest relation supervisor will participate to the front line roster establishment and ensure 
the service maintenance at all time of Spa operations (weekends, evenings, ceremony days etc…) 

 

3. Reporting 

a. Walk Out report  

Spa guest relation supervisor assist shall assist in completing the guest walk out and guest 
satisfaction form. He/ She is concerned by the achievements of targets in term of revenue 
and quality of welcome. 

b. Guest Satisfaction report 

Guest relation supervisor  shall produce daily / weekly / monthly reports regarding Gests 
satisfaction form filled by guests at the end of treatment to follow up overall quality of 
front line ( check in and Out) including treatment feedbacks.  

Guest relation supervisor shall place his / her attention in monitoring customer’s 
feedback. Either by collecting comments directly from customers after treatment, Bodia 
treatment questionnaire analysis, through tripadvisor or any public media. 

c. Employee meeting 

Guest relation supervisor shall participate in organizing weekly employee meeting and 
edit the minutes to be communicated to all staff and management for close tracking of 
open issues and expectations.  Communicates clearly and directly with employees 
supervised concerning performance expectations, productivity and guest experience. 
Ensures that staff is fully knowledgeable on the use and benefits of services, products, 
programs, marketing and promotions. 

  

4. Operational tasks 

As a team leader, Guest relation supervisor is capable of performing all booking and guest 
welcoming tasks, set up a room as per Bodia’s protocol, control all operations performed into the 
Spa service activity.  
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A Guest Relation supervisor in Bodia is responsible for managing the first impressions of  Guests 
and, therefore, must perform the following tasks to the highest standards: 

✓ Review arrival lists in the log book to welcome pre booked guests. 

✓ Attend to special guests (e.g. VIPs and premier card members) and answer their inquiries 
with regard to treatment and the spa if any. 

✓ Suggest treatment to guest by interacting with guest and understanding their need to 
deliver personalized service  

✓ Provide information about amenities, area and Bodia Spa and promote services. 

✓ Anticipate guest needs and build rapport with customers in order to reduce guest walk 
out at his maximum. 

✓ Address customer complaints and  resolve them in timely manner   

✓ Demonstrate a thorough understanding of all facilities and services provided within the 
Spa and identify opportunities for up-selling and promoting Bodia Spa when appropriate. 

   

5. Maintains a commitment to the company vision and the “spirit” of the organization.   

Expectation:  Company commitment is consistent and positive. 

  

6. Monitor general image of Bodia Spa to keep it at its best level 

Communicate and monitor with Spa team in order to report all maintenance details that need 
improvement and follow up to maintain a good image at Bodia Spa. 
 

 
Conditions 

 

- Basic salary: To be determined based on experience 

- Benefit (phone & Petrol):  To be determined based on experience 

- Bonus: Based on monthly sales targets. Evaluated every 3 months. 

- Insurance : Accident insurance 

 

Contract:  FULL TIME  Location:  BODIA SPA Siem Reap 
 

 

Chain of management 

Guest relation manager shall report directly to Bodia Spa Manager. 
 

Requirements 

✓ Should be an outgoing, not shy and excellent communicator who can stay positive when 
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facing difficult situations. 
✓ Should be self-driven and motivated to reach excellence. 
✓ Should also be reliable, customer-oriented and professional attitude, as you’ll serve as a 

primary point of contact for our customers and be the brand Ambassador for Bodia with 
our guest. 

✓ Should have good time management skills to deal with complaints and resolve guest 
issues. 

✓ Proven experience as a Guest Relations Officer is desirable  
✓ Familiarity with hospitality industry standards 
✓ Flexibility to respond to a variety of different work situations 
✓ Khmer native , Proficiency in English; knowledge of Chinese language is a must 
✓ Outstanding communication abilities 
✓ Excellent organizational and time-management skills 
✓ Maintains a commitment to the company vision and the “spirit” of the organization.  . 
✓ Join all new Spa training activity and help to advice the team on guest expectations and 

requirements for future training of the staff. 
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